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‘Affinity’ is a word familiar to chemists and pharmacologists. It is used to indicate the qualitative concept of ‘attraction’ between a drug molecule and its receptor molecule without specification of the mechanism (as in, drug A has affinity for receptor R) and to indicate a relative measure of the concept (as in, drug A by the following measure has greater affinity than does drug B for receptor R). It also is used to quantify the concept (as in, the affinity of drug A for receptor R is some nM value). Unfortunately, the meaning and use of affinity have diverged historically such that a pharmacologist would likely be puzzled by the recent statement in Khouruzhii et al. (1) “… the binding affinity, or equivalently binding free energy [emphasis added]…”, whereas a chemist would not (2).

That different disciplines use the same term in different ways is not unusual, nor generally of much concern if the fields do not overlap. But the recent ability to measure thermodynamic parameters of drug-receptor interactions by means of isothermal titration microcalorimetry devices and other techniques (see Ref. 3), increasing use of thermodynamics in computational molecular modeling and other aspects of the study of drug-receptor interactions (see Ref. 4) and practical application to drug discovery efforts (see e.g., 5 and example below) portends an inevitable intersection of the different ‘affinities’ and likely confusion. We review the history of the use of the word affinity leading to the different contemporary definitions in chemistry and pharmacology.

Affinity as Proximity

From the derivation of the word from the Latin, it can be seen that affinity originally referred to the proximity of two things (6):

Affinity [L. affinitas, from affinis, adjacent, related by marriage (as opposed to related by blood, consanguinity); ad, to, and finis, end]

This use is purely descriptive in that it refers to a situation that already exists, i.e., the marriage has taken place already. No predisposing or mechanistic explanation was explicit—that is, although the state of being ‘related by marriage’ is recognized as being attributable to emotional or social driving forces, the final state (the marriage) is not the same as what led to the marriage (the emotional and/or social driving forces). More modern use of the word denotes a mutual attraction, as, there is an affinity between them, or, they have affinity for each other. This is an important distinction that also underlies the divergence of definitions in the scientific use of the word. Note the subtle transition from the adjacency itself (the marriage) to the explanation of why they remain adjacent (viz., the affinity between them) and a second subtle transition towards why they became adjacent (viz., the affinity drew them together, as if it were a force).
Affinity as (Mutual) Attraction

The use of the term affinity in chemistry appears to have followed a similar transition. From the Oxford English Dictionary (7):

An attraction drawing to anything

1616 [Surflet & Markh] “For this dung, by a certaine affinitie, is grateful and well liked of Bees”.

Chemical attraction; the tendency which certain elementary substances or their compounds have to unite with other elements and form new compounds

1753 [Chambers] “M. Geoffroy has given [in 1718] a table of the different degrees of affinity between most of the bodies employed in chemistry.” (Fig. 1) (8).

1782 [Kirwan] ”Chemical affinity or attraction is that power by which the invisible particles of different bodies intermix and unite with each other so intimately as to be inseparable by mere mechanical means.”

In light of subsequent developments, it is instructive to see how Lavoisier (Table 1) used affinity in his influential 1790 book Elements of Chemistry (9). Noting the reversible nature of the separation and recombination of substances, he remarked (p 3):

It is supposed, that, since the particles of bodies are thus continually impelled by heat to separate from each other, they would have no connection between themselves; and, of consequence, that there could be no solidity in nature, unless they were held together by some other power which tends to unite them; and, so to speak, to chain them together; which power, whatever be its cause, or manner of operation, we name Attraction. Thus the particles of all bodies may be considered as subjected to the action of two opposite powers, the one repulsive [which he terms caloric (10)], the other attractive, between which they remain in equilibrium.

In discussing water, Lavoisier stated that the particles of water are held together because of “reciprocal attraction” (p 4) and in the first occurrence of the word affinity in the book, used it in a remarkably modern-sounding way (p 18):

…the proportional quantities of water imbibed by the pieces [of wood] will depend upon the nature of the
constituent particles of the wood, and upon the greater or lesser affinity subsisting between them and water.

In a book in which such attention is given to the definitions and the derivations of the meanings of words, it is notable that affinity is used without such attention. This must indicate that most chemists of the time were familiar with and comfortable with the way Lavoisier used it. Lavoisier also makes it clear that the affinity between substances is not identical for all of them by use of terms such as “strong affinity” or “stronger affinity” (pp 74, 95, 159), inclusion of several Tables in which combinations of substances are “… arranged according to the affinities [to/with] (11) …”, and explicitly in the following (p 185):

Several conditions are requisite to enable a body to become oxygenated, or to permit oxygen to enter into combination with it. In the first place, it is necessary that the particles of the body to be oxygenated shall have less reciprocal attraction with each other than they have for the oxygen, which otherwise cannot possibly combine with them.

Interestingly, at one point (p 171), Lavoisier seems to equate, without comment, affinity and force: “… the degree of force or affinity [emphasis added] with which the acid adheres to the base.” That this is still a new concept in 1790 is indicated by the statement on the same page that: “… even the principles upon which [this] is founded are not perhaps sufficiently accurate.” However, in 1860 the connection is made explicit by Faraday (7):

This new attraction we call chemical affinity, or the force [emphasis added] of chemical action between different bodies.

This date is important in relation to the work of Guldberg and Waage, of the Law of Mass Action fame, as described in the following sections.

**Affinity as Driving Force**

Between 1864 and 1879 affinity as used in chemistry attained a dramatically new level of quantitative and conceptual rigor in light of the advancement of the atomic theory earlier in the century by Dalton, Avogadro, and others and because of improvements in the accuracy and precision of experimental data. It might be surprising that two people who played a major role in this development were Guldberg and Waage, better known for developing the Law of Mass Action. In fact, none of the titles of their five presentations and publications in which the Law of Mass Action is developed contains the descriptor ‘Law of Mass Action.’ Instead, all of them contain the word affinity: “Studies concerning Affinity” (1864), “Experiments for Determining the Affinity Law” (1864), “Concerning the Laws of Chemical Affinity” (1864), “Studies in Chemical Affinity” (1867), and “Concerning Chemical Affinity” (1879).

Guldberg and Waage were schoolmates, brothers-in-law (twice), and academic colleagues (professors of applied mathematics and chemistry, respectively) at the University of Christiana (now Oslo) (for biographies, see Ref. 12). They made clear in the very first sentence of their first presentation that they were interested in studying the forces that drive chemical reactions (13):

The theories which previously prevailed in chemistry regarding the mode of action of the chemical forces are recognized by all chemists to be unsatisfactory.

They briefly discussed the strengths and shortcomings of some previous theories of chemical affinity. For example: Bergman in 1780 (prior to modern atomic theory) proposed that each substance has its own particular affinity, but the magnitude is independent [emphasis added] of the mass of the substance, and Berthollet during 1801–1803 correctly proposed that the affinities of substances are dependent on their specific nature and on the original amount of the substances, but incorrectly proposed that they are also dependent on their physical character (e.g., solubility or volatility).

Further historical background is given by Lund and Hassel (14). Around 1850 Williamson formulated the concept of dynamic chemical equilibrium; in 1850 Wilhelm, called by some the father of chemical kinetics, wrote a differential equation to describe the acid-catalyzed conversion of a sucrose solution into a 1:1 mixture of glucose and fructose and found experimentally that the reaction’s rate was proportional to the concentration of sucrose and acid present (15); In 1862 Berthelot and Péan de Saint-Gilles proposed a kinetic formulation for the reaction of an alcohol and an acid in which the rate is set proportional to the product of the ‘active masses’ (16):

le quantité d’éther produite à chaque instant est proportionnelle au produit des masses active qui sont en présence.

This is almost the Law of Mass Action, but it falls short in that it did not include the reverse reaction and it was not generalized. The work of Bergman, Berthollet, and Berthelot and Péan de Saint-Gilles was known to Guldberg and Waage, as evidenced by their reference to it in their presentation of 1864. According to Lund and Hassell (14), it appears certain that Guldberg and Waage
were not aware of the work of Wilhelmy. They clearly set out their goal (13):

We have therefore sought to find a more direct method for determining the mode of action of these forces, and we believe that, by a quantitative investigation of the mutual interaction of different substances, we have hit upon a way which will most surely and naturally lead to the goal.

In this publication (13), they specifically considered only those chemical processes that involve ‘perfect’ chemical compounds (17). Of direct relevance to drug-receptor interactions are those processes defined as ‘simple’ (18):

For each of two simple chemical processes, two forces assert themselves, either a composing or a decomposing, or acting and a reacting, and we view it as unavoidably necessary to regard these forces together if one is to find any quantitative expression for these forces. … we very often see in chemistry that these two opposing forces simultaneously assert themselves in one and the same chemical process. If one modifies the conditions under which the forces operate in one way or the other, then one will either cause the opposing force to become about as strongly effective as the first—and in such a case both directions of the process will be apparent simultaneously … In order to determine the size of the chemical forces, we regard it as always necessary to study the chemical processes under such conditions that both its opposite directions are apparent simultaneously … If we maintain that for a given chemical process two opposing forces are in effect, one which strives to form new substances and one which strives to restore the original compounds from the new, it is enlightening that, when in the chemical process these forces become equally large, the system is in equilibrium. That the same equilibrium state occurs under the same conditions, whether one goes one way or the other in the process, lies in the nature of the matter.

Based on a large number of their own and others’ experiments, they set forth two initially separate laws: the law of mass action and the law of volume action from which the equilibrium condition for the forces acting on the system is derived [italics in original]. The two laws, based on concentrations, would later be combined into one. The major concepts were numbered as follows (13):

The Action of Mass (Massernes Virkning)
The substitution force (19), other conditions being equal, is directly proportional to the product of the masses provided each is raised to a particular exponent. If the two substances which act on each other are designated $M$ and $N$, then the substitution force for these are ['substitution force', later called 'action force'] = $\alpha(M^a N^b)$. The coefficients $\alpha$, $a$, and $b$ are constants which, other conditions being equal, depend only on the nature of the substances.

In this initial presentation, no claim is made that $a$ and $b$ are the stoichiometric coefficients of the reaction. It is stated explicitly that $\alpha$, $a$, and $b$ are to be determined experimentally (and did not need to be whole numbers). Guldberg and Waage were justifiably circumspect about not equating the powers to the stoichiometric coefficients because they are the same only if the reaction is an elementary one (20). Further, it is noteworthy that Guldberg and Waage’s initial formulation related force to mass, which they called the Law of Mass Action. Their rate equation, derived in later publications (see below), was based on the assumption that rate is proportional to force.

The action of Volume (Volumets Virkning)
If the same masses of the interacting substances occur in different volumes, then the action of these masses is inversely proportional to the volume.

The Equilibrium Equation (Ligevægtsligningen)
If one begins with the general system which contains the four active substances in a variable relationship and designates the amounts of these substances, reduced to the same volume, according to the first law by $p$, $q$, $p'$, and $q'$, then when the equilibrium state has occurred, a certain amount $x$ of the two first substances will be transformed. The amounts which keep each other in equilibrium are the action force for the first two substances is $\alpha(p-x)^a(q-x)^b$ and the reaction force for the last two is $\alpha(p'+x)^a(q'+x)^b$. Since there is equilibrium, $\alpha(p-x)^a(q-x)^b = \alpha(p'+x)^a(q'+x)^b$ [where primed symbols represent the ‘reverse’ reaction].

This equation is credited with being the first generalized mathematical formulation of the condition of dynamic chemical equilibrium (21).

Later in the same year (1864) Guldberg and Waage took up the question of the relationship between time and a chemical reaction (i.e., the reaction rate) and considered it reasonable to assume that the rate of a ‘simple’ chemical reaction is proportional to the driving force of the reaction. They stated (21):

Let $p$ and $q$ be the number of molecules of A and B, $v$ the velocity, $t$ the time, and $x$ the quantity which has transformed during this time. Then one has, regarding the total volume to be constant

$$v = \frac{dx}{dt} = k(p-x)^a(q-x)^b$$
where $k$ is a constant depending on the nature of the bodies, the volume, the temperature, and the solvent.

There are two points worth noting about this equation. First, it is the one that is often cited as the Law of Mass Action, whereas the originators explicitly gave that name not to this equation relating reaction rate to mass, but to the equation relating driving force to mass. Thus, the equation for rate was an extension of the equation for force, not the other way around. Second, the rate equation is much less general than the force equation, subject to many more restrictions.

The clear association of affinity with force was emphasized a few years later in 1867 and finally in 1879 (22) when Guldberg and Waage presented a more elaborate and refined version of their ideas. There was a critical new feature (14, 21): The exponents in their equations were presented as integral powers of the concentration. Deviations from integer values were to be viewed as due to experimental error or to secondary forces, just the opposite of their original view about the exponents. For a reaction of the type $aA + bB + γC$, the rate is expressed as being equal to $kp^α q^β r^γ$. This is the first time their exponents were definitely stated to be equal to the number of like molecules that take part in the reaction (23), and $k$ was given the name affinity coefficient [underline ours].

This publication essentially marks the end of the first stage in the history of the development of affinity. In short, the meaning of affinity transitioned from an attribute (substances have affinity) to a force (the driving force of a chemical reaction is the affinity).

Of significance for subsequent use of the term in pharmacology, it should be noted that for a bimolecular drug-receptor interaction at equilibrium (in the notation of Guldberg and Waage), the forward (nonprimed) and reverse (primed) forces are equal: $kpq = k' p' q'$, so

$$\frac{k'}{k} = \frac{pq}{p' q'}.$$

The right-hand side of this equation is familiar as the ‘dissociation constant’ (reciprocal of the equilibrium constant). The left-hand side is the ratio of what we would today call the ‘rate constants’ ($k$ and $k'$), but Guldberg and Waage called ‘affinity coefficients.’ It is easy to see—in the absence of further developments—why the dissociation constant might be erroneously thought to be the same as affinity.

### Affinity as Reaction Free Energy Change

During the time Guldberg and Waage were publishing their accomplishments, others were beginning to quantify the rate of reactions in terms of the numbers, or mass, or concentration of the reactants. van ‘t Hoff, for example, proposed a rate law for the same data of Berthelot and Péan de Saint-Gilles used by Guldberg and Waage (24). More importantly, it was around this time that new ideas about heat, energy, and thermodynamics were being developed by Count Rumford (Benjamin Thompson), Carnot, Clapeyron, Mayer, Joule, Rankine, Helmholtz, Clausius, Lord Kelvin (William Thomson), Maxwell, Boltzmann, and others (25). Pfaundler von Hadermur and Horstmann were among the first to apply emerging thermodynamic principles to chemical equilibrium (21); Gibbs provided the most comprehensive treatment (26).

As a consequence of these developments, earlier concepts such as ‘driving force’ were considered to be too vague. Instead, chemical reactions were viewed as occurring with a change in internal energy, equal to the difference between energy content of the reactants and products. Formulated in terms of more easily measured quantities, chemical reactions proceed with a net change in enthalpy ($\Delta H$), entropy ($\Delta S$), or most commonly, both ($\Delta G$). Two factors are involved in determining the occurrence and direction of a chemical reaction: the system seeks to minimize its energy and maximize its entropy. Since both usually occur during a chemical reaction (drug-receptor interaction), and often in opposition, some approach must be devised to represent the optimization process. The most convenient way was by introduction of the concept of free energy (energy available to do useful work). Chemical reactions occur in the direction in which free energy decreases (i.e., the change in free energy is negative) and continues until the free energy is a minimum. In the case of a reversible reaction such as a drug-receptor interaction, the minimum is reached (and defines) the equilibrium state, a point at which the system cannot perform useful external work.

Several formulations have been proposed for representing free energy. The most useful for the type of reactions typical of drug-receptor interactions, i.e., isothermal and isobaric, is the Gibbs free energy. The free energy change is usually given in the form $\Delta G = \Delta H - T\Delta S$. This leads to the simple and extremely useful rules: $\Delta G < 0$, the
reaction proceeds spontaneously (31) in the direction as written; \( \Delta G = 0 \), equilibrium (steady-state); \( \Delta G > 0 \), the reaction proceeds spontaneously in the opposite direction as written. For drug-receptor interactions, which occur as a ‘closed system’ (no other matter enters or leaves) and under dilute conditions, we can simplify by using concentration rather than chemical potential (partial molar free energy) and instead of activity (a measure of non-ideal behavior). Given all of the caveats, the change in Gibbs free energy for a chemical reaction (or for a drug-receptor interaction, where drug molecule A combines with receptor molecule R to form a drug-receptor complex according to: \( A + R \overset{\rightleftharpoons}{\longrightarrow} AR \)) is

\[ \Delta G = \Delta G^o + R T \ln \frac{[AR]}{[A][R]} \]

where \( \Delta G^o \) is the change in reaction (subscript r) standard free-energy \( (\Delta G) \) (32) compared to standard state (superscript o), an arbitrary set of conditions of temperature, pressure, etc., that is usually defined for convenience, and \( R \) is the universal constant = 8.314 JK\(^{-1}\)mol\(^{-1}\). At equilibrium, \( \Delta G = 0 \) and \( [AR]/[A][R] \) is the familiar equilibrium constant \( (K_{eq}) \), so at equilibrium

\[ \Delta G^o = -RT \ln K_{eq} \]

An example of the application of thermodynamics to drug design is provided by Lafont et al. (33). In drug discovery, once a lead compound is identified, it is often desirable to find (design, synthesize) an analog that has greater binding affinity. From a thermodynamic point of view, this means a search for interactions that have more favorable \( \Delta G \), which in turn means favorable enthalpy and entropy contributions. Lafont et al. (33) found that for the system they examined (HIV-1 protease inhibitors) the enthalpy gain associated with introduction of a hydrogen-bonding functionality was offset by an entropy loss, resulting in no gain in affinity. Close analysis of the thermodynamic parameters provided guidance for a strategy for optimizing affinity in this system.

There are two very useful equations relating chemical reactions to energy. One is general \( (\Delta G) \) and the other applies to equilibrium \( (\Delta G^o) \). But what about reactions not yet at equilibrium? Isn’t that what was sought by the concept of a ‘driving force’? Isn’t that what was meant by affinity? This question was answered by de Donder in a series of presentations and publications during the 1920s (summarized in 34). De Donder introduced a simple way to represent the degree of progress of a reaction, designated \( \xi \). This is easy to represent by a straight line, where the origin, \( \xi = 0 \), represents the reaction before it begins (all reactants and no products) and \( \xi = 1 \) represents the reaction at its completion (all products and no reactants) (35). In drug-receptor terminology (5), \( \xi = 0 \) represents dissociated drug and receptor and \( \xi = 1 \) represents complete association as drug-receptor complex. Thus the free energy \( (G) \) is a function of \( \xi \) and can be graphed relative to \( \xi \) (progress of reaction) as displayed in Fig 2. For reversible reactions, the free energy is a minimum at the point where the forward and reverse reactions balance \( (\Delta G = 0) \) and is larger on either side of equilibrium, indicating that the reaction can proceed in both directions, depending on the concentrations of reactants and products. Rather than the static information, it would be preferable to have a way of indicating the change in free energy as a function of extent of reaction—in other words, the equivalent of the long-sought driving force.

*Fig 2.* The free energy \( (G) \) and affinity \( (A) \) graphed as functions of the extent of a chemical reaction \( (\xi) \) as the reaction proceeds—either from the left (in the direction reaction written: e.g., binding of drug with receptor to form drug-receptor complex) or from the right (opposite the direction reaction is written: e.g., dissociation from the drug-receptor complex)—towards equilibrium (at which \( G \) is minimum and \( A = 0 \)).
De Donder provided the answer when he defined affinity ($A$) such that, in the usual case of constant pressure and temperature,

$$A = -\frac{\partial G}{\partial \xi} = -\Delta_f G$$

This function is shown in Fig. 2 (36, 37). Unlike $G$, the affinity indicates the direction of the reaction: when $A < 0$, the drug-receptor interaction proceeds in the forward direction (association); when $A > 0$, it proceeds in the reverse direction (dissociation); and $A = 0$ when both are equal (equilibrium). The magnitude of affinity also represents the thermodynamic ‘distance’ from equilibrium. The larger the magnitude of $A$ (either positive or negative), the further the interaction is from equilibrium and the interaction will proceed spontaneously toward equilibrium until $A = 0$. Thus, we see the utility of affinity defined this way.

**Affinity in Pharmacology**

The history of the use of affinity in pharmacology is much less extensive than that of its use in chemistry. Langley, who is considered a father of receptor (‘receptive substance’) pharmacology, used the term affinity (38) in a manner that at first might seem qualitative, but careful reading implies that he was aware of the work of Guldberg and Waage and was using the term in the same manner (38):

"Until some definite conclusion as to the point of action … is arrived at it is not worth while to theorise much on their mode of action; but we may, I think, without much rashness, assume that there is some substance or substances … with which both [drugs] are capable of forming [drug-receptor complexes]. On this assumption then the … [complexes] are formed according to some law of which their relative mass and chemical affinity [emphasis added] for the substance are factors."

This was not an accidental use of terms as demonstrated two sentences later in a general example and reiteration of the terms, including specific repetition of the use of ‘chemical affinity’ rather than merely affinity. Chemists continue to describe affinity in such terms (39):

…firstly, there is the affinity of the small molecule for the receptor binding site. Affinity is a measure of the binding free energy between the partners.

So where did the common contemporary use of affinity in pharmacology, as the reciprocal of the dissociation constant, originate? Erhlich, who coined the word ‘receptor’ in 1900, used the term ‘specific affinity,’ but not in a chemical or mechanistic way (40). Of the more quantitative early pharmacologists, Clark did not discuss affinity in his 1937 text (41), and neither did Gaddum in his extensive 1953 review (42). So one must look elsewhere for the different uses of this term by pharmacologists and chemists. There seem to be two reasons. First, the formal equivalence of affinity and the Gibbs reaction free energy change led some chemistry and thermodynamics authors to use the latter instead of the former term; second, the extensive pioneering and influential work of Ariëns and colleagues as presented in a series of articles published starting in the 1950s.

It is impossible to overestimate the importance of Ariëns in the development of drug-receptor theory and its widespread dissemination and application. He and his colleagues systematized the thinking about drug-receptor interactions and they promoted approaching the subject in a quantitative way. An example of this was the distinction between two properties of the drug-receptor interaction. One was the binding process itself and the other was the ability to induce a biological effect. This distinction helped explain competitive antagonism: an agonist possesses both properties; an antagonist possesses the first, but not the second (intrinsic activity = 0). For the first property, Ariëns used the term affinity; for the second, he used the term ‘intrinsic activity.’

From the beginning, Ariëns referred to the law of mass action as the basis for his treatment of the drug-receptor interaction (43). Given his training in chemistry, it is a bit surprising that he cites Michaelis-Menten, but does not discuss the use of affinity as used by Guldberg and Waage, but writes (43):

"This means that the numbers of receptors that will be occupied at a definite concentration of $A$ [drug] depends on the affinity between $R$ [receptor] and $A$ depends on the affinity between $R$ and $A$ thus on the reciproke [sic.] of what is mostly called the dissociation constant ($K_a$) of complex RA. Affinity thus is a substance constant determining for given conditions of concentration etc. how much of the drug-receptor complex will be formed [emphasis in original]."

This view is reinforced a few pages later by “… with different affinities for the receptor (dissociation constants …).” This meaning of affinity is maintained throughout subsequent studies (44).

Thus we have come almost full circle. But Ariëns also writes (44):
It is worth while to realize that what is defined here as affinity [emphasis in original] is what is generally called the activity of a drug: a drug is “active” if it shows an effect in low concentration i.e. when it has high affinity.

The circle is now completed. Affinity has been restored to its qualitative vernacular use, and it also has a precise definition: reciprocal of the dissociation constant. But the definition seems to have been formulated in a way that was independent of the developments of affinity in chemistry. It is not clear why a new term was created for the reciprocal of the dissociation constant ($K_d$), since $1/K_d$ already had a well-known name—the equilibrium constant. Furthermore, by defining affinity in terms of an equilibrium constant, its meaning reverts to a completed event (proximity, marriage) rather than to the driving force. Nevertheless, this use has persisted in pharmacology.

**Summary and Perspective**

Colloquial use of the term affinity evolved historically from meaning ‘proximity’ to meaning ‘attraction.’ Scientific use of affinity underwent a similar evolution and as traced in this review further evolved in chemistry and thermodynamics to quantify the driving force of chemical reactions. Pharmacology developed a related, but different definition for affinity. The different fields could continue to define and use affinity in different ways, but confusion might arise as thermodynamics is increasingly used in practical applications in drug-discovery (5, 45). Recognition of the differences and some type of unification would seem worthwhile.
REFERENCES AND NOTES


10. ‘Caloric’ was carefully differentiated from heat, and (p 5): “… strictly speaking, we are not obliged to suppose this to be a real substance; it being sufficient … that it be considered as the repulsive cause, whatever that may be, which separates the particles of matter from each other.”

11. The assignment of relative affinity was cleverly based, for example, on relative ability to form precipitates (p 127): “If … any sulphuric acid is suspected in the nitric acid, it is easily separated by dropping in a little nitrate of barites, so long as any precipitation takes place; the sulphuric acid, from its greater affinity, attracts the barites, and forms with it an insoluble neutral salt, which falls to the bottom.”


17. “… any phenomenon in which the chemical forces bring about a chemical change in the material; … always occur according to particular atomic relationships.”

18. “… direct combination of two molecules to a new molecule [in drug-receptor interactions, the drug-receptor complex] (addition) and, in reverse, splitting of the molecule into two others [dissociation].”

19. This statement was restricted to “simple” processes in which “a mutual exchange or substitution of the constituent parts of two molecules and, in reverse, regeneration of the original molecule by a backwards substitution. One could call the one action and the other reaction.

20. An elementary reaction is one that occurs exactly as written in a single step, with no intermediate steps, i.e., the reaction as written represents the actual physical combination of atoms and does not represent a net reaction consisting of several steps.


22. It is said that the final publication was stimulated by the impression that their previous work had not been sufficiently known, possibly because it was in periodicals not readily available to chemists outside Norway (Ref. 14, 15).

23. According to Lund (Ref. 14) the first appearance of the exponents as being equal to the coefficients in the chemical equation is due (“as far as it has been possible to determine”) to A. F. Horstmann (1842–1929) in a paper published in 1877.


26. For a convenient timeline of the development of thermodynamics, see Ref. 27; and for a clear and readable explanation of thermodynamics concepts applied to pharmaceutical systems, see Connors (Ref. 28).


31. The rate of the spontaneous reaction is not predictable by $\Delta G$.

32. Some authors use a prime or other symbol to indicate that this applies to precisely defined conditions.


35. More precisely, but not necessary for the present discussion, $\xi_{\text{min}} < \xi < \xi_{\text{max}}$.
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